Our Lady appears to Sister Lucia again, to request the consecration of Russia by bishops.

Sister Lucia receives a message May 1936 by Our Lord asking for the consecration of Russia and that it can be fulfilled ONLY by the Pope together with all his bishops doing so. First television broadcast of an Olympics. Portuguese bishops consecrate Portugal to the Blessed Mother, promise to hold national Fatima procession-pilgrimage (held in ‘38); Portugal escapes war.

Third SECRET written down by Sister Lucia in the middle of World War II.

Warner Bros releases The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima feature movie in color. On July 7, Pope Pius XII consecrates Russia by himself. No one advised him it was necessary for bishops to join him. War in Korea continues. Pius XII sends Rev Schweigl to interview Sister Lucia about 3rd Secret; results are kept confidential. Sony markets first portable transistor radio.

Beginning in 1960, new Pope John XXIII forbids any and all references regarding Fatima and Russia.

Super Secret Metz Pact between Moscow and Vatican guarantees Rome will not denounce or condemn Russia, speak out against Russia, nor publish the Third Secret. Agreed to by Pope John XXIII. Telstar, launched by AT&T, becomes the 1st satellite to relay live TV across the ocean. In front of hundreds of eyewitnesses, white host out of thin air is placed on Conchita’s tongue.

June 27, 1963, eyewitness Archbishop Capovilla—personal secretary to the former pope—informs Pope Paul VI the location of the “Fatima package”, seemingly unimportant statement. Cassette tapes and Quasars discovered in 1963.

The last of the annunciations by Our Blessed Lady in Garabandal, Spain, delivered by St Michael because it pained the Blessed Virgin Mary too much to deliver it, on June 18, warns the cup of evil is overflowing, and this makes the last warning of Garabandal. (She had first appeared in Garabandal in 1961.) European TV stations and world papers cover it. No big miracle happens, but in this warning, it is warned that there are bishops and priests on the road to sinning and are taking many souls with them. The Franciscan Order has 2,251 young seminarians; the Catholic Church in the United States has 4.5 million students, 180,000 nuns, 126,000 baptisms, 60,000 priests. Second Vatican Council, pastoral w/ no power to define doctrine, closes.

Bishop of Fatima, Venancio, understands the need to defend the authentic messages of Our Blessed Mother and commences a learned Claretian priest Joaquin Alonso to thoroughly investigate history of Fatima; produces 5000 documents. Restrictions on learning/writing are lifted, any Catholic can publish on Marian apparitions, without imprimatur, except Sister Lucia.

Hollywood introduces system for rating their movies, including the rating of X for nastiness. U.S. National Debt = $909 billion.

Akita prophecy: a message of a chastisement worse than the flood could converge on the whole of humanity.

First Supercomputer in the world goes online, created by Cray Research.

In a private letter to Brother Michael in Brittany, France, Rev Schweigl replies that the Third Secret is composed of two parts; one concerns the Pope. No further details given. Vatican neither confirms or officially denies it.